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Abstract

parameters which are important in the cathode
emission processes, and as far as possible to devise
experiments to test their effects independently.
Several experiments have been suggested by earlier
observations of cathode behaviour and by a
qualitative theory of the emission processes. The
investigations may be broadly classified under three
headings, namely the electron emission and
ionization, the transport phenomena, and the
hydrodynamic flow through the cathode. In this
paper only the first topic, with special reference to
photon interaction at the cathode surface, has been
considered in detail.

The electron emission mechanisms in hollow
cathodes are continually being examined to explain
the expected high current densities ~50 Acm- 2 . In
this paper the interaction of vacuum ultra violet (VUV)
photons with an oxide coated tungsten hollow
cathode has been examined to justify the expected
high current density. The nature of radiation within a
xenon filled hollow cathode has been considered,
and it is shown that the conventional photoelectric
effect at the cathode surface for the resulting
radiation is too feeble to yield any significant gain in
the emission current density. But, for a cathode
coated with an oxide mix of BaO:CaO:A12 0 3 , where
the oxide deposition thickness exceeds the photon
mean free path in the oxide, the photon interaction
leads to electroformed metallic filaments within the
oxide layer. The filaments exhibit differential
negative resistance and copious emission to give
rise to high current densities. The phenomenon is
however intermittent and noise is generated within
the device. The behaviour of the electric field at the
cathode surface in the presence of the VUV
photon/oxide layer iteration has also been
considered,
1.

VUV photons are produced during electrical
discharges in hollow cathodes and the electron
emitting cathode surface in UK-10 cathodes is
coated with a composite oxide layer. The interaction
of the VUV photons with such cathodes is
determined primarily by their energy and the mean
free path in the oxide layer. The energy of the
available VUV photons in hollow cathodes is <10 eV,
and the photon mean free path in the oxide is less
than the thickness of the oxide layer ~2000 nm. The
photons in this case interact with the oxide bulk itself
and large positive charges are set up within the oxide
layer. This leads to an electric field causing increased
current flow and heating with resulting phase change
of any metal oxide to a conducting metal filament.
This process is known as electroforming and
conductive filaments give rise to enhanced emission.
This sequence of events can profoundly effect the
electric field and the current density at the cathode
surface.

Introduction

The hollow cathode is widely recognised as
being the most suitable contender for use both as
the electron source in the discharge chamber and
the neutraliser in a Kaufman ion thruster. It has been
shown on many occasions that the performance and
durability of this device is adequate for these
tasks 1 , 2 , 3 . However, it is also generally
acknowledged that the power required by a hollow
cathode and its gradual degradation of performance
over time probably set upper limits to the efficiency
and the lifetime of the thruster.

2. The construction of T5 thruster
hollow cathode
The hollow cathode assembly is shown in Fig 1.
It consists of a 3 mm diameter tantalum cylindrical
tube of an overall length 4.5 cm, with an internal
1.1 cm long cylindrical scintered tungsten insert.
The insert is impregnated with an oxide mixture of
Ba: Ca: AI2 0 3 and its surface acts as a source of
electron emission within the hollow cathode. The
internal diameter of the insert is 1 mm and a welded
orifice plate of thickness 1 mm at the downstream
end of the assembly reduces the gas exit to a circular
hole of 0.15 mm diameter.

In order to improve on these limits, knowledge of
the physical processes occurring within a typical
cathode is desirable. The main aim of the present
theoretical investigation has been to identify the
© Crown Copyright (1993)
Defence Research Agency
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Assuming that the plasma sheath is of the order
of a Debye length XD thick, the mean electric field
E = Vp/XD, where Vp is the plasma potential relative
to the cathode. The internal probe work indicated
that the electron temperature Te is 4 to 6 x 103 K,
ne
probably about
the electron density
1019 m- 3 , and Vp 4.5 to 7.5 volts. Thus using Xp =
(cokT/e2 ne), E = 3 to 5 x 106 V/m. The correct value
of ne may be considerably larger and Es > E owing
to space charge distribution effects. References 9
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Fig. 1 A section through a typical
Kaufman type hollow cathode
3.

In addition to the Schottky effect, another
mechanism 1 1 capable of producing the required
current densities is the release of electrons from a
surface by the impact of metastable atoms. The
importance of photoelectric emission also has been
recognized in hollow cathode glow discharges.
Reference 12 has shown that for 17 eV photons in
argon, the photoelectric emission is quite
pronounced. VUV photons are produced 15 , 1 6 in
abundance in xenon filled hollow cathodes. In this
paper the interaction of such photons with the oxide

Electron emission mechanisms in hollow
cathodes

The discharge current from the cathode surface
to the plasma in the cavity volume is of considerable
significance in understanding the performance of the
device. Several electron emission mechanisms such
as the thermionic, field aided thermionic, secondary
emission due to the impact of the positive ions and
the metastable species, and the photoelectric effect,

have been invoked to explain the expected current
density of the order of 50 Acm- 2 . These processes
are still the subject of continual examination, and as

coated hollow cathode has been examined to
explain the expected high current density. It is
shown that for oxide deposition layers exceeding
shown that for oxide deposition layers exceeding
the photon mean free path in the oxide, high
emission current densities are produced.

yet no convincing picture has emerged. It has been
suggested 4 .5 that the electron emission from a
hollow cathode occurs at constant emission density
J . Experiments with different orifice diameters have
supported this model and have indicated that J = 2 x
105 to 5 x 105 A/m2 . Further confirmation has been
obtained from ion bombardment markings of the
internal surfaces of cathodes run for long periods at
constant current. Assuming that these markings
indicated the extent of the internal plasma and of the
emission area, current densities in the above range
were deduced. Although thermionic emission is
significant in initiating hollow cathode discharges, it is
by no means essential 4 ,6 ,7 , and it certainly cannot
explain the discharge currents obtained. The
presence of a dense plasma within the cathode
does, however, suggest that field-enhanced
thermionic emission may be important, the high
electric fields at the internal surfaces being produced
by space charge sheath effects. If Jo is the
thermionic emission current density in the absence
of a field Es at the surface, the field-enhanced
current density Jf with typical values of surface
temperature T and Jo (p 147, Ref 8) of 1400 K and
2
2
104
Es = 1.5 x 108 V/m for Jf = 5 x 105
and4 A/m
Es ,0.9
x= 10 V/m
for
8 J
=2105 Vx/m 2 A/m
ThAs
and E= 0.9 x 108V/m for Jf2x 10 V/m. Thus
electric fields of 108 V/m are necessary to explain,
solely on the basis of this model, the observed
emission currents,

4. Radiation In xenon filled hollow cathode
4.1

Radiation spectra

Photons in the VUV range are emitted 1 5 , 1 6
during discharges in xenon gas at low pressure. The
radiation comprises discrete line emission due to
interatomic transitions and the continuum due to
both free-free (Bremsstrahlung) and free-bound
(recombination) processes. Fig. 2 shows 1 4 that in a
low pressure (-20 torr) Xe discharge, the discrete
lines are generated predominantly at 129 nm ( 1 P 1 1So) and 147 nm (3 P 1 -* 1S), although 119 nm and
125 nm lines are also predicted. The electron
configurations 1 5 of the ground and the excited
states of the xenon atom are
5s 2 5p 6 ;
5

5

So and

6s ; 3P 2, 1 , 0

respectively.

As the pressure in a plasma of low degree of
ionization is increased the discrete lines show
broadening. The broadening of the 129 nm line is
minimal, but the 147 nm line is considerably
broadened. At 60 torr several absorption bands 2 9
appear around 148.3 nm to 1487.9 nm, but a
2
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continuum spectra still exists from 150 nm to 225 nm.
This continuum is attributed to the transition
between the normal repulsive state and loosely
coupled excited state of the Xe2 molecule. In a
monotonic Xe gas with appreciable degree of
ionization, the continuum radiation is mainly due to
the free-free and the free-bound processes.
K

ground state is determined by balancing the
excitation against the de-excitation process
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approximately 1.32 x 10-18 cm 2 . For a current
density j = enev = 50A cm-2 in hollow cathodes, the
electron flux ne v = 50/e cm- 2 s- 1 , where e is the
electron charge. Substituting these values in
equation (2), with nl = 1012 cm- 3 , gives the
population of the excited states ni approximately
106 cm- 3 . Substituting this into equation (1) with the
volume of the plasma as 8.6 x 103 cm- 3 gives the
spectral line power at 147 nm as 10- 5 W. The
radiation power at shorter wavelengths is exponentially small according to the Cellie factor e-hf/kT.
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The continuum radiation due to Bresstrahlung
and recombination is given 17 as

S' 'o

Fig. 2 Emission lines in xenon
(Grotrian diagram) 1 4
4.2

(2)

Here oil is the collision cross-section, ne and v
are the number density and the velocity of the
ni and nl are the
electrons respectively,
populations in the excited and the ground states.
This model is especially valid where an excited state
is populated by collisional excitation from the ground
state. From Reference 30, at 147 nm, Aij = 2.8 x 108
s . The average cross-section 13 for the electron

I

Xe I

ne (ali V)
jA ij

8.0 x 5
niZ 2
j(co) = 8.0 x 10-5 5 neniZ

ej(c -1/2 hho
e- t

Radiation Intensity

The detailed calculations of radiation
phenomena in a plasma require full quantum
treatment. Here extensive theoretical calculations
are not followed, but only general estimates derived
from semiclassical treatment are given. The energy
per unit time of the emission spectrum line
corresponding to the transition from a state of higher
energy i to a state of lower energy j is given by
P = nihvAij (watts/volume) ,

x

L
+

+ Gn Li eZi/e
n3 T
Z2 R
, Gv
v 7
v=n+l

2
eR

W m 3 sr 1 s. (3)

Here the first term is the free-free Bremsstrahlung
contribution, the second the recombination to the
lowest unfilled shell n and the third the recombination to all other shells. Xi is the ioization potential of
the atom, Ry the Rydberg constant. For a singly
ionized atom the lowest unfilled shell contains some
electrons, so that only t (=1) holes are available
instead of the usual 2n2 vacancies. gn and Gn are
the Gaunt factors for the free-free and recombination

(1)

where Aij is the Einstein emission probability and ni
is the number density of the exited atoms in state i.
The population of the exited states ni is determined
from a consideration of rate coefficients for the
various collisional processes involved. The plasma

density in3 hollow cathodes is relativel low
3

processes. For a wide range of

~1012 cm- , compared with ne (= 6 x 1013 xi (kT),

where xi the ionization potential of Xe = 12.13 eV ,
Te = 0.3 eV) = 1017 cm-3 , required to satisfy the LTE
conditions.
Thus the coronal equilibrium
approximation has been assumed here, where all the
upward transitions are collisional and all the
downward transitions are radiative. The population
due to the electron collision excitation from the

temperature

between 0.3 and 2, Gn = 1 for Imy2

is

Z2 Ry.

For singly ionized Xe , only the second term in
equation (3) is important for the recombination
process.

3
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The relative importance of recombination is
Xi/Te
determined by 3 .
n T

For X = 147 nm, 2" is approximately 1011 cm
and the plasma is optically thin to the continuum
radiation in the VUV range of frequencies. The mean
free path for the continuum processes varies as
1/v3 .

The recombination dominates when Xi > Te. In a
xenon filled hollow cathode Xi = 12.13 eV compared
with Te = 0.3 eV, and recombination predominates.
Numerically it is equal to the Bremsstrahlung radiation
multiplied by the second term in equation (3) as a
multiplicative factor. Taking the volume of the plasma
column in the hollow cathode as 8.6 x 10- 9 m3 , the
spectral recombination radiation power is
approximately 4.3 x 10-4 W.
4.3

5.

Fig. 4 shows 3 1 the quantum yield Q(X) (number
of electrons per incident photon ) for pure and oxide
covered tungsten against the photon wavelength.
The photocurrent for the incident radiant power P at
wavelength X is i = PXeQ(X)/hc Amps. From Fig. 4
Q(X) at 147 nm is 0.01 and for the peak response
wavelength 75 nm, Q is 0.17 electrons/photon.
The response of the oxide coated tungsten is only
marginally better than that for pure tungsten.

Radiation transport within the plasma

The intensity of radiation I due to transport in a
plasma of dimension x is I = B(v)(1 - eKTX), where
B(v) is Planck's function and the total absorption
coefficient KT (= 1/, where 2 is the mean free
path) for a photon in a gas is due to the sum of the
self absorption of discrete lines K' and the free- free
absorption K" ie KT = K' + K". The absorption
2 ) at
cross-section at the line centre 18 oa(.n
147 nm is 10-10 cm2 . For ne =1012 cm- 3 , the mean
free path
' for the discrete line is 10-2 cm
compared with the hollow cathode internal diameter
0.1 cm, and the plasma is optically thick at the
resonance line 147 nm. The absorption coefficient
for the discrete lines varies as 1/v2 and the variation
of the cross-section is shown in Fig. 3. The photons
are selectively absorbed at the various line centres
and the radiation approaches the blackbody limit, ie
I = B(v) and the power P1 47 nm = -

3
25 hv

Conventional photoelectric
emission in tungsten

From the foregoing, the photoelectric emission
for cathode exposure to the blackbody radiation
power 1.2 x 10-3 W at 147 nm (section 4.3) is
approximately 1.5 x 10-6 Amps. The surface area of
the plasma and the hollow cathode is 0.34 cm 2 , and
the current density j = 4.4 x 10- 6 A/cm 2 . Table 1
summarises the photoelectric and the optical
performance of a hollow cathode.

hvK

e-hv/KTT

Av.A = 1.2 x 10-3 W, where Av = 0.0005 nm is the
Doppler line broadening of 147 nm resonance line,
and plasma surface area A = 0.3 x 10-4 m2 .

C..............---......
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eCCOA

A

Fig. 4 Photoelectric yields as a
function of wavelength 3 1
6.

Fig. 3

For a simple metal target and for photons hf > 0
€ is the work function of the metal, the
metal/radiation interaction is a conventional
photoelectric effect. However, for a composite,
oxide coated electrode, the bound-free interaction is
somewhat involved.

Swhere
Absorption cross-section

The mean free path 2" for continuum radiation 18 is
S= K" = 3.69x 108 To

N2 (cm).

Interaction of Radiation with an oxide
coated tungsten hollow cathode

(4)

For the oxide layer deposition thickness
s < Xp (the mean free path of the incident photons in
4
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Table 1

Table

1U

V radiaion

~Explosive

Uv~iv
I ) xElized
,

Discrete line power at 147 nm

1p-5v,

(optically thin plasma)

105 W

\

+-+

\
Oxide
f m

Power in the blackbody mode

at 147 nm (optically thick
plasma)

1.2 x 10

3

Cathode substrate

W

(ii)

Spectral power due to

recombination continuum

at 147 nm (opticaly thin plasma)
at 147
nm (optically thin plasma)

4.3 x 10
4.3 x 10

Electric field in region 'A' causes current that leads to

W

heating which causes Electroforming of a metallic

W

conducting filament. (i) an early stage and (ii) a very

late stage inthe life of an emitting site.

Discrete line mean free path

(147 nm)
Continuum mode mean free
path (147 nm)
Plasma radius
Conventional photoelectric
current density due to
exposure to blackbody radiation
as quoted above
Current density in electroformed filaments

tejection o'

f giobus

oi

10-2cm

Fig. 5 Electroforming in oxide
deposition layers

1011 cm
0.05 cm

end of the electron emission from these sites after an
average lifetime 22 of approximately 2 x 10- 6 s.
Sequential formation and extinction of the filaments
within the oxide layer are tantamount to random
'switching' on the cathode surface.

3.4 x 10-3 A cm- 2

6.1

5 A cm-2

Assuming that the mean free path of VUV
photons in the range 1 to 10 eV in alumina is the
same as that in aluminium 19 , then from Fig. 5, Xp =
5 nm . The thickness of the oxide deposition layer
in scintered hollow cathodes is not uniform, but
varies from a few nm to approximately 200 nm along
the dispenser surface. The maximum thickness
occurs at the crevices between the two adjoining
scintered tungsten particles. Table 2 shows that in
hollow cathodes the conditions S > Xp and hf > 0'
(the effective work function of the composite
cathode) are satisfied at numerous sites.

oxide), the photoelectric emission occurs at the
metal substrate, with electrons tunneling through the
thin oxide layer,
For s > Xp the photons interact with the oxide
layer itself in the production of the photo-electrons.
As the work function of the alumina is only
3.77 eV, the VUV photons of energy greater than
3.77 eV readily promote valance electrons to the
conduction band, leaving positive charge under the
oxide surface (Fig. 6 ). With impurity concentrations
in the oxide, even less energetic photons give rise to
conduction electrons. As the positive charges
accumulate within the oxide film, the electric field
across the oxide rises. Rageh 20 and Guile 21 ,22 have
considered the affect of such fields on the emission
process and arc-root initiation in oxide coated
cathodes. At the points of greatest field intensity, ie
at the surface irregularities, the conduction current
flow and the local oxide temperature increases. This
raises the electrical conductivity and causes further
increase in current in a runaway process, until a
temperature is reached at which a conducting
filament is formed. This process of phase change
and oxide reduction is known as 'electroforming'.

Electroforming In hollow cathode
dispenser

1o"

c
,

\
\

As the electrons are emitted from the filaments,

*..

the current in them rapidly rises to a value at which
the joule heating causes the filaments to rupture and
the material may even be expelled, leaving submicron size craters as shown in Fig. 6. This marks the

.

.

1o

Fig. 6

5

.

.

- [v] --

Spectral dependence of photon
mean free path in aluminium 1 9
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Table 2

VUV radiation in

Resonance
lines

Mean free path 19
Xp (nm) (for 1 to 10 eV
photons in Al)

Xe1 ,2

X (nm)

eV

129.6
147

9.6
8.4

Ba:CaO:AI 2 0 3 oxide
deposition thickness (s)
in hollow cathodes (s)

Varies 2 2 from a few nm to 2000 nm

5 nm

(() Work function:

Al
A1203
W-O-Ba

4.25 eV
3.77 eV
2.2eV

Table 3

BaO
W
Ta

1.7-3.4 eV
4.5 eV
4.1 eV

at the operating temperatures electroformed
filaments are formed and the material is in a molten
phase. BaO and CaO melt at 19230 C and 2580 0C

Thermal properties of cathode materials

respectively and do not appear to affect the

Melting point
A12 0 3
BaO
CaO
W
Ta
Ta

reduction process of alumina in any way, but
probably are relevant for the generation of oxygen as
an impurity in the system.

00 C
2053
1923
2580
3380

6.2

3000
30

Electroformed filaments are an efficient source of
electron emission. This
arises from the fact that
negative resistance
resistance2255 develops
negative
develops in
in the
the current

Operating temperatures of hollow cathodes:

(i)

Plasma
External surface
of the hollow cathode

= 1470 K

Internal Wall (Estimated)

= 2000 K

current

= 3000 K

voltage characteristics of the filaments. Fig 7. shows
the emission current from a formed AI-A12 0 3 -AI site
against an applied voltage. Taking V = 7.5 V , equal
to the typical sheath voltage in a hollow cathode, the
emission current is 5 x 10- 9 . A. Guile 12 has
estimated that an average size of the formed sites is
approximately 10- 9 cm2 , and this gives the current
density through the site as j = 5 A/cm 2 . A significant
fraction of the emitted electrons have energies close
to eV where V is the sheath voltage. The filaments
are transitory in nature. During the 'active' phase,
the filaments emit electrons in abundance and as
discussed in section 4, a double sheath is formed
adjacent to the cathode surface and the current is
space charge limited. During the 'inactive' phase,
reduced secondary electron emission occurs due to
the impact of the positive ions and the metastable
species at the cathode surface. Thus the potential
in
the vicinity
of thethe
filaments
surface
fluctuates
between
curves atA the
andcathode
B as
in
uc
in
son
as shown
and
es
es
eeene
a

During fusion, alumina dissociates as:
AI203 = AIO+ + AIO2
Above 2200 0C, further dissociation 18 into
Al2 + and 02- is probable,

(ii)
(iii)

Electron emission from
electroformed sites

In the presence of W, alumina turns into 2 3
Al metal above 16000C.
In the presence of Ta, alumina turns 23 into
Al metal above 1900 0 C.

i
th
hollow cath
In
tpeKaufman
In Kaufman
typescintered
hollow cathodes,
the oxide
deposition
on the
tungsten dispenser
consists of a mixture of BaO, CaO and A12 0 3 in the
ratio 4:1:1. References 9 to 12 show that in vacuum,
reaction takes place between alumina (A1
2 0 3 ) and
the metals tantalum and tungsten. Aluminium is
formed in the presence of each of these metals at
1600 0C and 1900 0C respectively.

7.

Electric field at a cathode surface

The internal radius of the hollow cathode surface
(= 5 x 10-2 cm) is many times larger than the
expected sheath
thickness equal to the Debye
length -10 - 4 cm, and a planar geometry
may be
used as an approximation. Fig. 8 illustrates the
s
aen a
u
Fig. 8 illustrates theboundar
approximation.
tr s d
within a hollow cathode in plain geometry. An

Hollow cathodes operate at a plasma temperature 3000 K and external wall temperature 1200 0C.
Table 3 shows the thermal behaviour of cathode
materials at various temperatures. It is probable that
6
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carriers In a hollow cathode

the Bohm criterion), having been accelerated
towards the sheath by small potential gradients set
up in the bulk of the plasma. On entering the sheath
the ions fall freely and their density is determined by
the continuity equation.

Emission current 2 5 in a formed
filament In AI-A12 0 3 -AI

assumption is made that the emitted electrons loose
a substantial part of their energy after a single impact
collision with the neutrals, and are then thermalized
through the usual processes after this event. The
potential 6-8 eV across the sheath
for the
acceleration of the primary carriers is slightly less than
the ionization potential of xenon 12.08 eV and the
above assumption is justified. The electron mean
free path X = 0.1 cm is greater than the sheath
thickness d = 3.7 x 10- 4 cm.

If W secondary electrons are emitted per primary
particle impinging on the wall, then the flux of the
secondaries leaving the wall is
Je2 = VJel •

At x = a , far into the plasma, the quasi neutrality
requires that

The cathode emits ne2 electrons which are
accelerated through a space charge region to the
plasma. The emitted electrons are assumed to be
emitted with negligible energy (<kT) and fall freely
through the sheath into the plasma. From this
plasma, ni ions are accelerated to the cathode while
the nel electrons are in a decelerating field. The
ions are assumed to be cold (Ti = 0) and to arrive at
.
the sheath edge with a kinetic energy of E = ^M
(where vo = 'kTe/M

(5)

nel(a) + ne2(a) = ni(a) = no ,

(6)

and the condition that the current flow out of the
orifice is negligible compared to plasma fluxes
Ji = Jel -Je2

= n0v0 ,

(7)

here the subscripts represent the respective current
density according to the aforementioned
convention.

is the ion velocity according to

7
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The Bohm criterion 2 8 for stability of a nonemitting sheath, ie W = 0 is that E > kTe/2 . The
analogous result 27 when yW 0 is
kT
2

1"l
-W

E
\ e

(M)1/2(

vM/

3 /2(kTe

/ \2

-e

/da
The variation ofdx 0against W is also shown
in Fig. 8.
From equations (10) and (13) it is obvious that as
the secondary emission coefficient W increases
towards unity, both the potential and the electric field
at the surface of the cathode decreases.
Equation (12) suggests that the field is zero when

. (8)

For an infinite plane wall situated at x = 0 and in
contact with a plasma filling the half space x > 0 , the
electrostatic potential 4 is given by Poisson's
equation
= 4ie(nel(x) + ne2(x) - ni(x)) ,

e i0 = -2kT

(9)

and W = We , where We is close to but less than
unity. For W > ye , no solution for 0 exists and a
potential well is formed and the current
is space
charge limited. The numerical value 27 of We for
massive ions is

where nel(x) is density of the plasma electrons
ne2(x) is the density of the emitted electrons
ni(x) is the density of the plasma ions.
The solution of the equation (9) is well
established 26 ,27 and an approximate potential at the
wall $0 and E in terms of the secondary electron
emission coefficient W, ignoring the smallness of
m/M is
e4o = kTeln

(16)

e = 1-8.3

.

M

(17)

l

(10)

1L^27m/M

and
E>>
E

kTe

p

.

(11)

.

The field at the wall is
d.~2M1
8 okT
1-2 e$° 1\/
l2
2 ~
-20k/
-2.(12)
1 kTe
8nnokT dx 0
The approximate solution for the cathode
surface field

0-o
dxIo

in terms of the secondary

electron emission coefficient W is

dx/
where P=

= (

o

Te). P

[1 + 2 In

(13)

(

where P=

-

M

Fig. 9

) -2. (14)

8.

For xenon gas, M = 2179 x 10- 2 5 kg and the
variation of P against W is as shown in Fig. 9.

=
=

05
254
25.4x105VP.

o.-

/-o

Variation of cathode surface field
against W the secondary emission
coefficient
Electric field at the Cathode surface
in the presence of photon/oxide
layer interaction

The interaction of the VUV radiation in a xenon
filled hollow cathode with a composite aluminium
oxide coated surface leads to electroformed
aluminium filaments capable of copious supply of
electrons (section 4).

For no = 1012 cm-3 and Te = 3000 K , the field
at the cathode from equation (13) is
(
\d

o*:

(15)
(15)
8
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A composite surface with electroformed
filaments in the oxide layer is an efficient source of
electron emission and the density of the emitted
secondary electrons Je2 may be expressed as
Je2 = VJel = YeJel +YJi +j(t) ,

Anode

Cathode

(18)

is the total number of incident particles
to the cathode
Jel is primary plasma electron current
density
Ji
is the positive ion density
J(t) is time dependent emission current
due to VUV/oxide layer interaction
Ye is secondary emission coefficient for
electron impact
is secondary emission coefficient for ion
7i
impact
A is the ratio of the emitted to the incident
particles.

where J

and

In the present problem

J(t)

c

B

<)

A.cold electron emission at the

represents the

electron emission at the cathode due to the

cathode Represents copious electron
enission during the active phase of

electroformed metallic filaments. As the filaments
are transitory in nature, J(t) is a function of time.

the electr6formed Al filaments.

B, finite emission at the cathode.

During the active phase of the filaments the
electrons are generated in abundance and J(t) in the
main determines the value of y . As 4 tends to

Represents
ruced seondaryh
enssion compared to 'A' at the
cathode.

exceed unity the system adjusts itself to maintain it at

c.No space charge

the limiting value Ve given by equation (17).
A potential well (a double sheath) develops near
the wall and some of the emitted electrons are
reflected back to maintain W = We.

Fig. 10 Fluctuation of potential In a hollow
cathode with secondary emission
coefficient (y) as a variable
parameter
parameter

Substituting equation (17) into (10) gives the
limiting potential in this mode as 40(Ve) = kT/e. For
zero secondary emission at the cathode, ie V = 0 ,
the potential drop across the sheath is kT/e In
1/4(2pm/M). In hollow cathodes such a situation
normally does not arise. When the electroformed
filaments are inactive, the metastable species and
the positive ions continue to maintain reduced
secondary emission yin at the cathode such that
Ve > Vin > 0 . In the absence of any definitive
information regarding the secondary emission coefficients for the metastable and the positive ion species
involved in hollow cathodes, the numerical value of
Vin is not known, but qualitatively the potential
oscillates between )(Win) and (Ne) as shown in
Fig. 10. Assuming that for the relatively feeble
emission mode (ie due to the secondary emission as
a result of +ve ions and metastable species impact at
the cathode only) y = 0.5 e , then from Fig. 9 the
field is approximately 106 V cm- 1 . Thus the field
fluctuates approximately between 105-106 V cm- 1 .

9. Current density in a Hollow Cathode In
the presence of photon/oxide Interaction
The maximum possible value of W = Ae is given
by equation (17). For xenon, M = 2.179 x 10- 2 5 kg
and We = 0.97 . The corresponding value of the
electric field from Fig. 9 is 2.5 x 105 V cm- 1 and the
field enhanced emission j = jo exp 4.389E 1 / 2 /
Ts = 42 A cm-2 , where the cathode internal wall
s
Ts = 2 0 0 0 K . T e hermionic
2000 K. The thermionic
emission jo = AT2 exp - eo/kT = 14.4 A/cm 2 ,
27emk 2
where

A =

1.2 /cm 2 degK 2

and the average work function 0 for barium oxide on
tungsten (Table 2) is 2.2 eV.
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10 R. Muller, "The mean residence time and
adsorption energies of ca, Ba on tungsten",
Proc.lOth Int. Conf, on phenomena in ionized
gases, Oxford (1971)

Conclusions

Electrical discharges in xenon filled hollow
cathodes give rise to VUV radiation. Resonance
lines at 129.6 nm and 147 nm are superimposed on
a broad continuum where free-bound recombination
predominates. The plasma within the hollow cathode
is optically thin to the VUV continuum and selectively
opaque at the discrete resonance line centres. The
radiation at these lines approaches the blackbody
limit,

11 A. Von Engel and A.E. Robson, "The excitation
theory of arcs with evaporating cathodes", Proc.
Roy. Soc. A243, 217-236 (1957)
12 M. Krishan et al, "Physical processes in hollow
cathode", J. AIAA, Vol 15, 9 (1977)

In Kaufman type hollow cathodes where the
electron emitting scintered tungsten dispenser is
impregnated with an oxide mix of BaO:CaO: Al2 03,
the VUV photon interaction leads to electroformed
metallic filaments within the oxide. These filaments
exhibit differential negative resistance and give rise
to enhanced emission at the cathode.
The
phenomena is however intermittent and noise is
generated in the device. During the peak emission
from the filaments, the estimated cathode current
density is approximately 42 A/cm 2 .
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